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GLASSCOCK, Vice Chancellor

This matter involves the withdrawal of a member from an LLC, which (per
the de facto LLC agreement) entitles him to a percentage of the value of the LLC’s
business, as of the time of withdrawal, as valued without the continuing services of
that member. This post-trial Memorandum Opinion, then, necessarily involves a
valuation exercise. Arriving at a valuation is complicated here by several factors.
First, the withdrawing member, Neil Smith, was essentially a key man of the
business, so the effect of the loss of his services is large. Next, the entity’s unusual
business model was to provide consulting services to large enterprises in a way that,
the parties explain, would need to be done only once; therefore, repeat business was
not a factor. Developing clients, in essence, resembled a kind of mining or hunting
operation; like game, clients were bagged but once. Clients, moreover, were
available sporadically and fortuitously; akin, according to the Plaintiffs, to finding
the proverbial “needle in a haystack.” Perhaps due to all these factors, the short life
of the business was marked by highly variable successes; the game bagged was
episodic, variable in size, and included one enormously profitable unicorn. These
factors create a difficult entity on which to make revenue projections, and thus, I
find, preclude a reliable cash flow analysis.
Fortunately for the completion of my task here, the parties did negotiate a
buyout of a portion of the Plaintiff’s equity shortly before his withdrawal. The
parties dispute whether the buyout was consummated. I find it was not. It is,

however, useful evidence for valuation purposes. The results of my valuation, as
well as the value of an offsetting claim demonstrated by the Defendants, are below,
preceded by the facts as found post-trial.
I. BACKGROUND
This is a post-trial Memorandum Opinion.

The following facts were

stipulated by the parties or proven by a preponderance of evidence at trial.
A. The Parties
Plaintiff Neil Smith (“Smith”) is a resident of New York.1 He was one of two
members of Defendant Promontory Growth and Innovation, LLC (“PGI”), a
Delaware limited liability company. 2 Smith co-founded PGI, and then assigned his
membership interest in PGI to Plaintiff NTS, LLC (“NTS”). 3 NTS is a New York
limited liability company and is wholly owned by Smith. 4
Defendant PGI was formed “to provide management consulting services to
enhance the earnings and all-around business performance of financial service and
other companies.” 5

PGI’s other member (besides Smith/NTS) is Defendant

Promontory Financial Group, LLC (“Promontory”), a Delaware limited liability
company. 6 Promontory was founded by Eugene Ludwig (“Ludwig”), who serves as
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its chief executive officer.7 Ludwig co-founded PGI with Smith; thereafter, Ludwig
assigned his membership interest in PGI to Promontory. 8
B. Smith and Ludwig Form PGI
1. Smith and Ludwig Meet and Agree to Form PGI
Before co-founding PGI, Smith worked for EHS Partners, LLC (“EHS”). 9
Smith has made a career of providing management consulting services, including
while employed at EHS, with a focus on profit-improvement projects.10 Ludwig,
who previously served as the United States Comptroller of the Currency, 11 founded
Promontory, a global advisory firm focused on financial services.12 Ludwig first
met Smith when Smith worked for EHS; at that time Ludwig helped introduce EHS
to potential clients.13

Promontory first explored a joint venture with EHS.14

However, negotiations with EHS failed, and instead Smith left EHS and formed PGI
with Ludwig.15
Smith and Ludwig signed a Letter of Intent (the “Letter of Intent”) in order to
form PGI, 16 according to which PGI’s goal was “to provide management consulting
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services to enhance the earnings and all-around business performance of financial
service and other companies.”17 Ludwig considered Smith to be an expert in the
profit improvement field,18 and Smith considered Ludwig to be a potential
“rainmaker,” given his extensive contacts at financial institutions.19 According to
Smith, PGI’s business model had three steps.20 First, “finding CEOs to meet;”
second, “closing the deal once you’ve met that CEO;” and third, “actually doing the
deal.” 21 The “deal” was Smith’s process of harvesting ideas for improvement from
a client’s own employees, and then advising the client on how to implement those
ideas.22
Per Smith, PGI was a “partnership made in heaven,”23 a sentiment Ludwig
seemed to share. 24 Ludwig knew the CEOs of many financial services companies,25
personally helped to pitch PGI,26 and had Promontory personnel market PGI’s
services whenever possible.27 Smith’s expertise in the profit improvement field was
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important to getting clients to sign on,28 and, of course, was critical to PGI actually
performing projects for clients.
Smith negotiated the Letter of Intent with Alfred Moses (“Moses”),29
Promontory’s Chief Operating Officer. 30 Smith and Ludwig then signed the Letter
of Intent in May 2009. 31 However, Smith and Ludwig were subsequently unable to
negotiate a formal operating agreement for PGI.32

In April 2010, NTS and

Promontory (Smith and Ludwig had, by then, transferred their membership interests
in PGI to NTS and Promontory, respectively) agreed in writing that the Letter of
Intent would serve as PGI’s operating agreement. 33 The rudimentary nature of this
improvised operating agreement has led to difficulties in this litigation.
2. Terms of the Letter of Intent
According to the Letter of Intent, Promontory would provide working capital
advances to PGI to pay expenses PGI incurred in advance of receiving revenue.34
The amount of working capital advances was estimated, at the time the Letter of
Intent was signed, to be $3 million, prorated over twenty-four months.35 PGI was
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obligated to repay Promontory for those working capital advances. 36 After PGI had
repaid Promontory’s working capital advances and repaid operating costs, PGI could
make distributions to its members. 37

However, PGI could, under certain

circumstances, make distributions to Smith that totaled less than $1 million in a
given year if PGI had enough revenue to make a distribution to Smith from its
operating revenues, and if at least half of the working capital advances from
Promontory had been repaid. 38 Smith was also entitled to a “non-refundable draw
of $500,000 per year (prorated) charged to his economic interest.” 39
The Letter of Intent gave Smith and Ludwig each a fifty percent economic
interest in PGI. 40 Pursuant to the Letter of Intent, Smith had the right to withdraw
from PGI. 41 If Smith withdrew after “three years from the date [PGI] commences
its first engagement,” 42 then Smith was entitled to receive “over a period not to
exceed 5 years 50% of the then going business value of [PGI] minus [Smith’s]
services, the value to be decided between the parties at the time thereof.” 43 The
Letter of Intent did not state who would pay Smith this amount. 44 By comparison,
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if Smith withdrew because of death or incapacity, Smith (or his estate) was entitled
to receive from PGI a certain percentage of certain PGI operating profits. 45
3. PGI’s Management Structure
While Smith and Ludwig each held a fifty percent economic interest in PGI,
Ludwig was given a sixty percent governance interest.46 Smith held the remaining
forty percent governance interest. 47 However, unanimous consent was required for
certain actions, including entering engagements, incurring debt, employment
decisions, and budget approval, among others.48 Smith was made PGI’s President
and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”). 49 As a result, Smith was tasked with running
the day-to-day business.50 Smith began his tenure as CEO on August 11, 2009.51
Ludwig was given the role of PGI’s non-executive Chairman. 52
C. PGI’s Operating History Under Smith
1. PGI from May 2009 to August 2013
As mentioned, Smith and Ludwig signed the Letter of Intent in May 2009.
PGI’s began operations in August 2009.53 Despite Smith and Ludwig’s prominence,
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PGI’s business was sparse. PGI’s services only appealed to companies of a certain
size, and only a few of those companies would be open to a profit improvement
project at any given time. 54 Moreover, the business was such that it did not generate
returning customers; each customer required only a single application of PGI’s
services.55 Landing an account required having a meeting with the right executive
at the right time, something Smith described as “finding the needle in a haystack.”56
PGI worked on a contingency basis and charged as a fee a percent of the profit
improvement of its client.57
PGI had no engagements in 2009.58 In 2010, PGI had two engagements.59
One was with the New York Stock Exchange, which resulted in total revenue of
$278,000.60 The New York Stock Exchange engagement was an “icon,” and PGI
performed the deal for little revenue, intending to reap reputational rewards
instead. 61 The second engagement was with First National of Nebraska, which
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resulted in total revenue of $5,810,053. 62 PGI only had three engagements with
Smith as CEO. 63 The third engagement was with Bank of America; it started in May
2011 and ended in April 2012, and it resulted in total revenue to PGI of
$137,500,345.64
PGI performed the Bank of American project together with EHS, and the
firms had agreed to split the fee.65 As mentioned, PGI earned almost $138 million
in revenue from the project, at least $120 million of which was profit.66 PGI
distributed substantially all of its profits from the Bank of America project to PGI’s
members—NTS (Smith) and Promontory. 67 The distribution of all the profits from
the Bank of America engagement was, to an extent, inadvertent; Smith and Moses
both mistakenly believed that PGI was actually retaining an amount sufficient to
cover PGI’s working capital for a period going forward.68
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Meanwhile, PGI’s debt to Promontory continued to increase. In June 2012,
PGI funded publication of a book written by Smith, “How Excellent Companies
Avoid Dumb Things: Breaking The 8 Hidden Barriers That Plague Even The Best
Businesses,” which PGI ensured became a New York Times Bestseller. 69 Smith’s
book was intended to be a marketing tool for PGI, and copies were sent to numerous
third-party executives. 70 At the end of 2012, PGI owed Promontory more than $5.4
million. 71 This included money Promontory loaned PGI for marketing (including
publishing Smith’s book and making it a bestseller) 72 and the monthly working
capital advances provided by Promontory, which amounted to approximately
$300,000 per month.73
In early 2013, Moses raised with Smith the need to repay PGI’s debt to
Promontory. 74 As an indirect 50% owner of PGI, Smith was personally responsible

believe we can safely make a distribution of $85 million ($42.5 million each) and still leave 2
years [sic] worth of working capital in the account.”).
69
PTO ¶ 29.
70
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the Bank of America deal. Trial Tr. 51:16–57:12, 71:22–24 (Smith). As a result, PGI’s estimated
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74
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for half of the debt. Smith conveyed to Moses his belief that PGI would soon receive
another project and could therefore repay Promontory from incoming revenue.75
Smith recommended to Moses that PGI and Promontory revisit the issue of
repayment in April 2013, if new projects had not materialized by then.76 Moses, it
appears, agreed.77
From May 2012 until August 18, 2013, PGI did not work any additional
engagements and earned no revenue. 78 On August 18, 2013, more than three years
after PGI started its first engagement, Smith resigned as both president and CEO.79
The circumstances of that resignation are described below.
2. PGI’s Long Term Projections
Beginning in 2012, Promontory began to prepare long term financial
projections for the entire organization, which included Promontory’s interest in
PGI. 80 Promontory’s then-Chief Financial Officer, Michael Ketcham, and another
Promontory employee, David Meschke, were involved in creating Promontory’s
long-term projections. 81 The initial purpose of the projections was to explore a
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potential sale of Promontory, 82 the projections were also used to expand
Promontory’s debt financing relationships. 83
Starting on February 23, 2012, Ketcham asked Smith to provide projections
for PGI. 84 Smith had no prior experience making financial projections. 85 Smith also
told Ketcham that PGI’s business was hard to project. 86 Ludwig and Moses similarly
held a sentiment that long term projections were not good indicators of Promontory’s
business generally, and they did not use them to manage Promontory. 87 According
to the projections that Ketcham and Meschke developed based on Smith’s
guidance, 88 PGI was expected to conduct three deals in 2013, five in 2014, and then
increase the number of deals each year by one until 2016, when PGI would have
seven.89 Each deal was expected to earn revenue of $10 million.90 Smith explained
at trial that he arrived at these numbers based on his experience at EHS and Tandon
(where he had performed similar work).91 Smith projected more than three deals for
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each year after 2013, despite PGI’s promise in marketing materials provided to
clients that it would undertake no more than three deals per year. 92
Ketcham formulated firm-wide projections for Promontory in March 2012,
his projections for PGI relied solely on Smith’s projections for PGI, as described
above.93 The March 2012 projections were provided to, at least, Evercore, Inc. in
connection to Promontory’s exploration of strategic alternatives.94
Promontory updated its long term projections for PGI in February 2013.95
Contrary to the assumptions in Smith’s original 2012 projections, PGI had not
achieved any projects since the Bank of America project ended in April 2012.
Promontory created the February 2013 projections for PGI by simply shifting
expected deals and revenue in the 2012 projections out one year; in other words, the
number of deals and revenue expected in 2013 was shifted to 2014, and 2014 was
shifted to 2015, and so on. 96 Promontory predicted PGI would perform two deals in
2013. 97 Ketcham forwarded the updated February 2013 projections to Smith.98
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See, e.g., JX 79, at 6 (A presentation prepared in February 2012 for a client meeting noting: “No
more than 3 projects a year”).
93
Trial Tr. 562:20–563:18 (Ketcham); JX 78, at 1; JX 81, at 1.
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D. The Debt/Equity Deal
By April 2013, PGI still had not received any new projects, despite some close
misses. 99 In early May 2013, Moses and Smith spoke again about PGI’s debt to
Promontory. 100 As Smith (through NTS) owned a fifty percent economic interest in
PGI, he was responsible for fifty percent of its outstanding debt. 101 Smith told Moses
that Smith had a strong idiosyncratic aversion to investing money back into PGI that
had been distributed to him. 102 Smith also claimed to have a liquidity issue at the
time, as he had recently bought two properties for roughly $25 million in cash.103
Accordingly, at an in-person meeting with Moses on May 7, 2013, Smith proposed
that Promontory write off Smith’s portion of PGI’s debt in return for Smith reducing
his economic interest from fifty percent to thirty percent.104
Smith followed his oral proposal with a May 13, 2013 e-mail describing the
proposal (the “Debt/Equity Deal”):
1. [Promontory] writes off our current loan to PGI so that we start
fresh . . .
2. PGI funds working capital from its own account until it runs out . . .
3. On September 30, you take a view whether or not [Promontory]
funds working capital going forward.
...

99
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5. My Share of PGI reduces from 50% to 30%105
Smith also wrote:
I readily acknowledge this is a great deal for [Promontory] but I am
willing to accept this deal because I am not in a position to recapitalise
[sic] PGI. You are writing off around $3.25 mm of my debt for 20% of
PGI which puts a value on PGI of just $16.25mm with me still in place.
This is clearly absurd for a business which made $112mm in pretax
profit last year and $22mm pretax the year before but I am willing to
do this because of the unique circumstances I find myself in. 106
Smith conditioned his written e-mail proposal on Ludwig’s consent,107 and on Smith
“discuss[ing] [the proposal] with [his] tax accountant before we finally agree to
it.”108 Moses responded to Smith on May 14, 2013, writing that the proposal “looks
right to me.” 109
Moses reached out to Promontory’s tax counsel regarding the Debt/Equity
Deal, and on May 20, 2013, Moses forwarded to Smith a summary of Promontory’s
tax counsel’s opinion.110 On May 20, 2013, Moses also relayed to Smith that Ludwig
had agreed to the proposal. 111 Smith, however, wanted to speak with Promontory’s
tax counsel directly, or have his tax accountant do so, before agreeing to the deal.112

105

JX 143, at 1.
Id.
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On June 11, 2013, Promontory’s tax counsel reported to Moses and Smith that he
had spoken with Smith’s tax accountant and “[Promontory’s tax counsel thought
they were] in agreement that debt restructuring below should be without income tax
consequences . . . .” 113
On July 2, 2013, Moses asked Smith, via e-mail, whether they “could go ahead
with the restructuring of PGI . . . ?”114 Moses noted in the e-mail that Ludwig had
given his consent and Promontory’s tax counsel had also given his tax opinion to
Smith.115 Moses further wrote: “[W]e need to decide. [Promontory] has been
funding PGI per our oral understding [sic] but if that doesn’t work for you, we need
to true up the books.” 116 Smith responded by e-mail on the same day and advised
Moses that Smith was seeking legal advice and would “get back to [Moses] when
[Smith] h[ad] done so.” 117
Moses sent another e-mail to Smith on July 16, 2013, in which Moses wrote
that “we are getting close to crunch time” and advised Smith that “I am willing to
proceed on the basis of your May 13 email but if you or David [(Smith’s legal
counsel)] thinks [sic] we should have further documentation, let me know.” 118 In
the e-mail, Moses reiterated that Ludwig had agreed to the Debt/Equity Deal and

113
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that Promontory’s tax counsel had provided an opinion. 119 Moses also noted that as
of June 30, 2013, Promontory had “advanced $6.7 million to PGI’s account, and that
PGI ha[d] about $1.4 million in its account.” 120
Smith substantively responded to Moses’s July 2 and July 16, 2013 e-mails
on July 27, 2013.121 In an e-mail to Moses, Smith wrote that after consulting with
his legal counsel, Smith was advised “that the proposed deal makes little sense from
[Smith’s] perspective, because it considerably undervalues PGI.” 122 Smith wrote
that “we should shelve this proposal” and that he “will be responsible for 50% of
PGI’s debt to Promontory, which will be paid back when our next deal hits.” 123
E. Smith Leaves PGI
Moses responded to Smith’s “shelving” of the Debt/Equity Deal by e-mail on
July 31, 2013.124 Moses wrote to Smith that the proposal “was [Smith’s] proposal,”
and that the accounts should have been balanced back in May 2012 but for Smith’s
“aversion to coming out of pocket returning to PGI moneys that should not have
been disbursed to either [Promontory] or [Smith].” 125 Moses added that going
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forward, he saw “no reason for [Promontory]’s carrying 100% of the load until PGI
could repay [Promontory],” and that “[w]e are regressing.”126
Moses, in further response to Smith’s withdrawal of the Debt/Equity Deal,
suggested to Ketcham that he should to send an e-mail to Smith telling Smith that
Promontory would no longer advance operating expenses to PGI, and instead, PGI
expenditures after August 31, 2013, would need to be pre-approved by Moses.127
Ketcham accordingly sent Smith an e-mail on August 13, 2013, in which Ketcham
wrote:
PGI’s cash balance was $1.3M and its payable to [Promontory] totaled
$6.7M. Until the capitalization of PGI is resolved, [Promontory] will
not make further advances to PGI. Additionally, I have been instructed
to not make payments from PGI’s bank account after August 31st
without prior authorization from [Moses]. 128
Smith responded by tendering his resignation and withdrawal from PGI on August
18, 2013. 129
In an e-mail to Moses on August 18, 2013, Smith wrote that he was “unable
to operate as the CEO of PGI in an environment where [he has] no control over how
[PGI’s] funds are spent.”130 Smith advised that he was “exercising [his] option under
our agreement to voluntarily withdraw from the Joint Venture and to receive from
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[Ludwig] 50% of the current going business value of the JV, minus my services.”131
Smith’s withdrawal was “effective immediately.” 132 However, Smith wanted to
leave in a manner that would preserve the value of the business, and he expressed a
willingness to continue in his role and work with any replacement CEO. 133
Smith denies that he met with Moses after sending his withdrawal e-mail;134
however, Moses sent to Ludwig his notes of a purported meeting with Smith on
August 19, 2013. 135 In short, Moses wrote that Smith seemed set on leaving.136 In
another e-mail on August 20, Moses recommended to Ludwig that they let Smith
leave immediately and move on, potentially even without PGI generally. 137 Ludwig
agreed with Moses on moving on from Smith, but felt that PGI should continue as a
business. 138
The parties agree that on August 18, 2013, Smith resigned from his positions
at PGI via the e-mail sent to Moses, 139 and in the same e-mail Smith (on behalf of
NTS) withdrew, effective immediately, as a member of PGI. 140 The parties further
agree that, as PGI’s first engagement was in April 2010, Smith’s withdrawal in
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August 2013 was more than three years after PGI’s first engagement. 141 Smith and
Promontory did not agree to a valuation of “the then going business value of [PGI]
minus [Smith’s] services” on August 18, or any date thereafter, as required by the
Letter of Intent.142 Smith does admit that as of the time he left PGI on August 18,
2019 he owed to PGI half of its then outstanding debt to Promontory, which he
believed amounts to approximately $2.9 million.143
F. PGI Without Smith
1. PGI’s Accounting for Smith’s Departure
PGI created monthly financial statements for June 2013 through October
2013, which detailed, among other things, the debt PGI owed to Promontory.144
These records did not reflect a reduction in the debt PGI owed to Promontory, which
would have been consistent with consummation of the Debt/Equity Deal to write off
Smith’s portion of PGI’s debt in return for his ceding to Promontory twenty percent
of PGI’s equity. 145 In 2014, however, when Promontory worked with KPMG to
produce audited financial statements for 2013, Promontory represented to KPMG
that the Debt/Equity Deal had been consummated on May 31, 2013, and
furthermore, that Smith had withdrawn from PGI for no consideration. 146
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2. PGI’s Long Term Projections
In July 2013, Promontory again updated its financial projections, it now
predicted zero revenue for PGI in 2013, and restated its projections by again simply
pushing out the original 2012 projections to yet another year; in other words, the
three deals predicted for 2013, which had been pushed to 2014, were now anticipated
to be acquired in 2015. 147 The July 2013 projections predicted one deal in 2013 and
two in 2014.148 In August 2013, Promontory again created financial projections; the
number and timing of deals for PGI remained the same as the July 2013
projections. 149 Promontory sent some version of their long term projections prepared
in 2013 to Eagle Bank, M&T Bank and Suntrust.150
3. PGI’s Business Efforts after Smith’s Departure
When Smith left, PGI had other employees, including five managing directors
with consulting experience.151

In a message to PGI staff, Ludwig expressed

confidence in PGI’s ability to succeed, post-Smith. 152 PGI continued to operate for
a time without Smith and succeeded in generating two projects, one in 2014 and one
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in 2015.153 The two projects brought in over $12 million in revenue for PGI.154
Ultimately, PGI ceased operations in mid-2016. 155
G. Expert Reports on Valuation
The parties have both submitted expert reports and testimony on the valuation
of “the then going business value of [PGI] minus [Smith’s] services” on August 18,
2018. 156
1. Clarke’s Valuation
The Plaintiffs’ expert, David G. Clarke, used a discounted cash flow (“DCF”)
analysis to arrive at a value of PGI without Smith of $37.5 million as of August 18,
2013. 157 Because the Plaintiffs contend that the Debt/Equity Deal was never
consummated, they argue that half of the $37.5 million is owed to Smith.
Accordingly, Clarke concludes that Smith’s interest in PGI is worth $18.75
million. 158 Clarke arrived at this valuation using Promontory’s long term projections
for PGI prepared in August 2013 (which were functionally the same as the
projections created in July 2013)159 as a basis for his DCF, then reducing the revenue
projections by one half to account for the loss of Smith. 160 Clarke also conducted a
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valuation based on the Debt/Equity Deal, with some adjustments, as a check on his
DCF analysis.161
2. Schweihs’s Valuation
The Defendants’ expert, Robert P. Schweihs, used the asset accumulation
method to value PGI, and arrived at a valuation on August 18, 2013, without Smith,
of $0.162 The Defendants contend that the Debt/Equity Deal reduced Smith’s interest
in PGI to 30%; in any event, whether fifty percent or thirty percent, Smith’s share of
$0 is $0, per Defendants. 163 Schweihs attempted to value PGI’s intangible assets as
of August 18, 2013, including assembled workforce and goodwill, but found that
only the assembled workforce had any value. 164 Schweihs, using book value as a
proxy for fair market value, determined that the fair market value of PGI’s liabilities
exceeded the fair market value of its tangible assets (and its intangible assets) on
August 18, 2013, and concluded that PGI had no value on that date.165
H. Procedural History
Plaintiffs Smith and NTS filed their Complaint on July 7, 2015. Defendants
Promontory and PGI filed their Answer and Counterclaim on August 4, 2015. The
parties attempted to resolve this matter through mediation in May 2016, but were
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unsuccessful. A three-day trial took place from September 24, 2018 to September
26, 2018. I heard post-trial Oral Argument on December 6, 2018. While the matter
was pending decision, the parties made additional submissions via letters on January
1, 2019 and January 9, 2019. Thereafter, I considered the matter submitted as of
January 9, 2019.
II. LEGAL ANALYSIS
The Plaintiffs ask, pursuant to 6 Del. C. § 18-111,166 that this Court interpret
and enforce the provisions of PGI’s governing document; the Letter of Intent.
Specifically, the Plaintiffs ask that I determine the “then going business value of
[PGI] minus [Smith’s] services” as of August 18, 2013.167 The Plaintiffs ask that I
award them fifty percent of that value, payable by Promontory. The Defendants
contest that any amount would be payable by Promontory rather than PGI.
Furthermore, the Defendants argue that the Debt/Equity Deal referenced above was
accepted and that the Plaintiffs are only entitled to thirty percent of any amount of
the value of PGI, without Smith, on August 18, 2013. The Defendants also filed a
counterclaim, in which they ask that I require Smith to cure his negative capital
account in PGI. As an initial matter, the burden of proof lies with the party seeking
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relief, and the burden at trial is a preponderance of the evidence. I start my analysis
with whether the Debt/Equity Deal was consummated.
A. The Debt/Equity Deal
To be binding, a contract must represent a meeting of the minds of the parties.
This meeting of the minds is represented by an offer to be bound, an acceptance of
the offer, and consideration. 168 Here, the offer, per the parties, was conditional; they
argue over whether the conditions were met before the offer was withdrawn. More
fundamentally, it appears to me, an offer subject to acceptance was in fact never
made; Smith proposed terms, and stated conditions which must be met before the
parties reached a binding agreement. In either event, no binding contract was
reached, and the parties’ own behavior indicates that they understood that the
Debt/Equity Deal was unconsummated.
On May 13, 2013, Smith sent Moses a written proposal, under which
Promontory would forgive all of PGI’s debt, and in return Smith would cede to
Promontory a twenty percent interest in PGI.

However, Smith’s offer was

conditional, and he explicitly withheld his “final agreement” to the Debt/Equity Deal
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See, e.g., Hunter v. Diocese of Wilmington, 1987 WL 15555, at *4 (Del. Ch. Aug. 4, 1987)
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until after the conditions were satisfied.169 The stated conditions were Ludwig’s
approval, and Smith’s ability to seek tax advice and assurance that the Debt/Equity
Deal would create no personal tax liability for him. I note that if this had been an
offer via which (after satisfaction of the tax issue) the Defendants could have bound
Smith through acceptance, the “condition” of Ludwig’s—the counterparty’s—
acceptance of the offer would be surplussage. In any event, Ludwig promptly
provided his approval. However, Smith—despite speaking with his tax accountant
and having his tax accountant speak with Promontory’s tax counsel—never told
Moses that he was satisfied that there would be no personal tax liability, and that he
wished to proceed. Smith never conveyed that he agreed to be bound to the terms
he had proposed. While Promontory’s own tax counsel advised Smith that Smith
would have no personal tax liability, Smith never conveyed to Moses that this was
sufficient to obtain Smith’s agreement. Moses repeatedly asked Smith for Smith’s
permission to proceed (or, in the alternative, to abandon the Debt/Equity Deal and
true up PGI’s accounts), which indicates that Moses was aware that Smith had not
yet agreed to be bound. Ultimately, I find, the Defendants concluded that Smith
would not agree to the Debt/Equity Deal; as a consequence, they put spending
restrictions on PGI that convinced Smith to resign and withdraw from the company.
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The Defendants have now taken the position that an agreement was reached
because, according to them, Smith’s conditions on the Debt/Equity Deal had been
met. However, the evidence does not support that Smith ever agreed to be bound. I
find the Defendants were aware that the Debt/Equity Deal was unconsummated, a
finding bolstered by the fact that Promontory did not record the execution of the
Debt/Equity Deal in PGI’s contemporaneous monthly financial statements.170
Therefore, Smith, prior to withdrawing from PGI on August 18, 2013, retained a
fifty percent economic interest in PGI.
B. PGI’s Business Value Without Smith
The parties agree that Smith voluntarily withdrew from PGI on August 18,
2013. The parties also agree that this date was more than three years after PGI’s first
engagement, and therefore, pursuant to the Letter of Intent, Smith was entitled to
receive “over a period not to exceed 5 years 50% of the then going business value
of [PGI] minus [Smith’s] services, the value to be decided between the parties at the
time thereof.”171 I have found that Smith and Promontory did not come to an
agreement on the Debt/Equity Deal, and therefore Smith continued to be entitled to
fifty percent of the business value of PGI (as opposed to thirty percent if the proposal
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had been consummated). However, at the time Smith voluntarily withdrew from
PGI, the parties did not agree on what the business value of PGI, without Smith, was.
Both sides agree that this value must, therefore, be supplied by the Court. To find
PGI’s business value without Smith, the Plaintiffs primarily argue that I should rely
on their DCF analysis, based on long-term projections for PGI prepared in August
2013. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs suggest that a prior transaction, the Debt/Equity
Deal, could also be used, with adjustments, to value PGI. The Defendants argue that
an asset pricing method (the asset accumulation method) should be applied. I start
first with the asset accumulation method.
1. Asset Accumulation Method
The Defendants argue that an asset accumulation method to valuation should
be applied to PGI as of August 18, 2013. The Defendants’ expert assigned, or
attempted to assign, fair value to PGI’s assets and liabilities as of August 18, 2013,
and concluded that PGI had a value of zero because it had more liabilities than
assets. 172 PGI’s business was to provide consulting services; it had few tangible
assets. Its primary assets were intangible, such as its workforce and its goodwill.
The Defendants’ expert valued PGI’s workforce at cost and found that various
goodwill assets either did not belong to PGI or had no value. On the other hand,
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PGI had a large amount of liabilities, mostly its debt to Promontory. As a result, the
Defendants’ expert, after netting PGI’s assets and liabilities, concluded PGI had no
value.
An asset approach is inappropriate to value PGI. PGI’s sole business was
provision of professional services; it understandably had few tangible assets. Its
value was largely attributable to its intangible assets, which are difficult to value.
An asset approach for a viable services business, like PGI, would tend to undervalue
such a business. The problem was exacerbated here by the episodic nature of PGI’s
hunter/gatherer business model; the primary flaw of an asset approach, in this
circumstance, is its inadequacy to value PGI’s prospects. An example is readily
supplied by consideration of an application of the asset accumulation method, as
applied by the Defendants’ expert, to value PGI just before the Bank of America
deal in 2011 (instead of, as here, in August 2013). PGI in 2011 was, as in 2013, a
company without substantial tangible assets, and was considerably indebted to
Promontory, with several million dollars of debt outstanding. 173 In the months
leading up to the Bank of America deal, applying the Defendant’s asset
accumulation method would have resulted in a value for PGI of zero (or close to it—
PGI, at that point, would still have had Smith, who theoretically would have added
some value to PGI’s intangible assets). Such a valuation performed on PGI in April
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2011 would have missed the $120 million in profits received by PGI over the
following twelve months.
I find that the asset accumulation method is not the proper tool to value PGI.
2. Discounted Cash Flow
The Plaintiffs are similarly inapt in proposing a DCF to value PGI. Generally
speaking, PGI’s business did not lend itself to a DCF. PGI’s cash flows were erratic
and sparse; it did three deals in four years under Smith, one with revenue of less than
one million dollars, a second with revenue around five million dollars, and a third
with revenue over one hundred thirty million dollars. Smith readily admitted that
finding business was like finding a needle in a haystack. Such boom or bust
economics do not produce a reliable DCF analysis. 174
Not only is a DCF generally a poor method to value a company like PGI, but,
I find, the Plaintiff’s expert relied on spurious projections of cash flows that make
his DCF unreliable. The Plaintiffs used Promontory’s long term projections of PGI
created in August 2013. Those August 2013 projections were effectively stale
versions of Promontory’s projections created in March 2012. The March 2012
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projections had proved to be inaccurate, because (contra the projections) PGI had
generated no business. Thereafter, the projections were updated with pig-headed
consistency; Promontory merely shifted (copied-and-pasted) projections out for
another year, a methodology that is as remarkable for its simplicity as it is dubious.
By August 2013, the original number of deals projected for 2013, as forecast in the
March 2012 projections, had simply been moved out to 2015. There is no evidence
that the underlying assumptions for the March 2012 projections were revisited when
those projections were updated.

Furthermore, I note, the initial March 2012

projections were based entirely on Smith’s guidance. In 2012, Smith had no prior
experience creating long term projections. He based his assumptions not on his
experience at PGI, but from his experience at two previous consulting firms. When
it came to the predicted number of deals per year, Smith’s projections actually
exceeded the maximum of deals per year provided by PGI to prospective clients,
which were limited to three per year as a marketing tool. Given the method and
manner in which the projections were originally prepared and then updated, I have
no confidence in their reliability for valuation purposes.175
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The Plaintiffs contend that because the long term projections prepared by
Promontory were sent to various banks and financial institutions, the Defendants
should not now be heard to refute them. 176 However, I do not find that the fact that
the projections were shared adds credence to their reliability here. PGI’s business
model and operating history show that a DCF was generally an inappropriate method
to value PGI. Furthermore, the long term projections for PGI, on which the
Defendants’ DCF was based, were not created with care and are not a reliable basis
for valuation. As a result, I do not find that the Plaintiffs’ DCF is a proper valuation
of PGI.
3. PGI’s Business Value (with Smith) in the Debt/Equity Deal
The Plaintiffs suggest one other valuation method, relying on a past
transaction, in this case the Debt/Equity Deal.

The Plaintiffs made several

adjustments to the Debt/Equity Deal to arrive at a value for PGI. As explained
below, I find these proposed adjustments unnecessary. The Debt/Equity Deal is the
best indicator of PGI’s value, with Smith at the helm. Smith made the initial
proposal in the Debt/Equity Deal and explicitly noted that his proposal valued PGI
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at $16.25 million (with Smith). Ludwig agreed to the proposal. The Debt/Equity
Deal was initially delayed to satisfy Smith’s tax concerns. While Smith later claimed
the Debt/Equity Deal undervalued PGI, it represents the best evidence of PGI’s value
with Smith in place.
The Plaintiffs argue that the valuation of PGI reflected in the Debt/Equity deal
must be adjusted to account for change of control and lack of marketability.
However, both sides agreed to the valuation in principle, and there is no indication
in the record that this valuation included discounts for control and marketability.177
Moreover, the Letter of Intent refers to a valuation as agreed to by the parties; the
Debt/Equity Deal is such an agreement, near-contemporaneous with Smith’s
withdrawal.
The Plaintiffs also argue that the Debt/Equity Deal was made under duress or
was in some respect a fire sale. The Plaintiffs argue that the Defendants “jumped”
on the proposal, with their eagerness indicating its unfairness to Smith. However,
there is another, more rational explanation: Ludwig and Moses wanted to resolve
PGI’s capital problems and wanted to keep Smith around and happy. The record,
moreover, reflects no “duress” on Smith’s part. The Debt/Equity Deal was the result
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of a longstanding discussion between Smith and Moses about repaying PGI’s debt
to Promontory. Smith was aware of his large, negative capital account as far back
as early 2013. Smith declined to contribute capital to PGI at that time in the hopes
that PGI would be able to win a deal and pay off its debt to Promontory, instead of
Smith coming out of pocket himself. PGI, as it turned out, was unable to win any
deals in the interim; this, however, does not indicate that Smith was under duress at
the time he proposed the Debt/Equity Deal. Discussions about the Debt/Equity Deal
continued for several weeks after Smith’s initial proposal in early May 2013, and it
was Smith who withdrew the proposal in July 2013, which undercuts the idea that
his proposal implicated financial duress. While Smith told Moses that Smith was
strangely averse to reinvesting his overdrawn funds back into PGI, this personal
idiosyncrasy also does not amount to duress.
At trial, Smith explained he was facing liquidity issues at the time, having just
purchased two properties for $25 million in cash. Smith, however, had received
more than $25 million in distributions from PGI over the last two years, and
furthermore, he did not indicate what, if anything, prevented him from leveraging
his properties to contribute capital to PGI. I do not find that Smith was under the
type of duress that would make me question the valuation implied by the
Debt/Equity Deal. Smith points to his contemporaneous writings, which state that
due to circumstances, he was willing to accept less than full value. There is, of
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course, another explanation for this than actual duress: that Smith’s poor-mouthing
and complaint of undervaluation were bargaining tactics.
The Debt/Equity Deal is the best indication of the value of PGI around August
18, 2013. Smith himself proposed it, and Ludwig agreed to it. While, at the time,
Smith noted he believed it was an undervaluation of PGI, he was still willing to
accept it (assuming certain conditions, which were not met). The Plaintiffs’ attempts
now to cast doubt on the Debt/Equity Deal, without adjustments, as proof of value
fall flat. The Debt/Equity Deal represents the valuation of both parties at the time,
and I therefore find that PGI’s business value with Smith was $16.25 million.178
4. PGI’s Business Value Without Smith
The Letter of Intent provides that Smith is entitled to fifty percent of PGI’s
business value without Smith’s services. PGI’s business value on August 18, 2013,
with Smith was $16.25 million. The Plaintiffs’ expert opined that a reduction of
one-half of entity value was appropriate to account for Smith’s departure; I agree. I
find that PGI’s business value without Smith was $8.125 million. Smith and Ludwig
formed PGI as equal economic partners, each had a fifty percent interest. Smith and
Ludwig both brought unique attributes to the table. Smith had experience in the
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profit improvement field and Ludwig had important connections to potential clients.
It is reasonable to believe that they decided to share the economic interest in PGI
equally because they viewed their contribution to PGI to be equal.
Nonetheless, the Defendants argue that Smith’s departure reduced PGI’s
value by more than fifty percent. The Defendants rely, in part, on an implication
from Plaintiffs’ DCF analysis, however, for the reasons stated above, I have not
relied on that analysis. The Defendants also argue that Smith was integral to the
business and that the value of PGI necessarily fell by more than fifty percent without
Smith because Smith and Ludwig performed different, complimentary and essential,
functions. Per the Defendants, Ludwig was valuable in combination with Smith, but
without Smith, Ludwig’s entre into the business world lost much of that value,
because Smith’s departure left no one to perform the underlying work. However,
PGI had a team of five managing directors. While they may not have had Smith’s
reputation, they were nonetheless capable of pitching clients and performing PGI’s
process (and, in fact, did so with some success). Ludwig certainly believed the PGI
business was viable, as he continued to support it, post-Smith. I find that PGI
retained half its value, post-Smith.
PGI’s business value, without Smith, on August 18, 2013 was therefore
$8.125 million.179 The Letter of Intent promises fifty percent of that value to Smith.
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Therefore, according to the Letter of Intent the Plaintiffs are owed $4,062,500. This
judgment, however, must be reduced by the Defendants’ counterclaim, which I turn
to next.
C. Promontory’s Counter-Claim
The Defendants asserted a counterclaim to recover the money Smith owes, to
PGI to settle his negative capital account as of August 18, 2013. Smith does not
dispute that he owes some amount; he estimated he owes $2.9 million to account for
his half of PGI’s debt to Promontory. I find that, as of August 18, 2013, PGI’s debt
to Promontory, offset by cash on hand and reduced by 50% to reflect Smith’s share,
was $2,930,149.180 Smith owed an additional $203,035 because his capital account
was overdrawn by this amount, representing monthly distributions he received from
PGI. 181 Therefore, Smith owes, in total, $3,133,184 to cure his negative capital
account at PGI. 182
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D. The Judgement Amount
There are, unfortunately, issues that must be resolved before a final order.
Smith seeks prejudgment interest. The payment upon voluntary withdrawal was
payable to Smith within five years, per the Letter of Intent. This raises the question
of when interest began to accrue. The Defendants also seek interest on their
counterclaim for cure of Smith’s negative capital account, but have not suggested
the date at which that interest should accrue. Finally, the parties disagree as to
whether Promontory or PGI is obligated to pay Smith under the Letter of Intent.
After Smith withdrew from PGI on August 18, 2013, Promontory became the sole
member of PGI. In light of that fact, whether PGI or Promontory is liable according
to the Letter of Intent does not appear material, but the parties should inform me if
this distinction needs further resolution, in light of my decision here.
III. CONCLUSION
The Plaintiffs attempted to settle their liability to PGI for PGI’s debt to
Promontory through the Debt/Equity Deal. The proposal was not consummated,
therefore Smith retained a fifty percent economic interest in PGI when he voluntarily
withdrew from PGI on August 18, 2013. Pursuant to the Letter of Intent, PGI’s
business value without Smith on August 18, 2013 was $8.125 million, and Smith is
owed $4,062,500. However, Smith must contribute $3,133,184 to settle the negative
capital account he left behind when he withdrew from Promontory. Interest remains
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to be calculated. The Parties should confer and inform me promptly what further
proceedings are necessary.
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